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Abstract 

In this paper, based on an in-depth study of the theories related to deep learning and 
convolutional neural networks, we propose an improved face recognition algorithm 
based on MobileNet-v2 and use the improved ArcFace-w as the loss function in the 
network to design a face recognition system with an improved network model, which is 
applied to a nursing robot experimental platform and accomplishes a light and efficient 
identity recognition task and can accurately complete the work of matching drug 
services. 
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1. Introduction 

The human face has been one of the most direct and simple markers of human identity in human 
civilization. It has also been one of the most active research topics in computer vision and 
machine learning research for nearly 50 years. The class of face recognition belongs to 
biometric identification. The human face contains information such as identity, age, gender, and 
race, as well as facial expressions that reflect emotional and psychological states. The analysis 
of human faces and expressions involves multiple disciplines, and its research areas cover 
psychology, engineering, and neuroscience. Unlike several other biometric traits, face 
recognition does not require human cooperation and can be performed in an unobtrusive way. 
It can be recognized by static faces or by capturing dynamic faces in video or camera equipment, 
and is suitable for behavioral biometric identification. Nowadays, with the rapid development 
of artificial intelligence and deep learning, face recognition technology has now been applied in 
a large number of fields including security and law enforcement, health, education, marketing, 
finance, entertainment and human-computer interaction with good results. 

Thus the problem of patient identification in nursing robots can be solved based on the face 
recognition approach. Although face recognition already has some significant breakthrough 
technologies, it still faces many technical difficulties in real-life applications. In particular, the 
accuracy and speed of face recognition in hospitals, homes and special extreme environments 
in crisis, where there are more different head postures, facial expressions and obscured 
conditions, still needs to be studied in depth. Therefore, it is of great academic value to develop 
a lightweight and efficient face recognition system based on deep learning technology for the 
face recognition scenario of mobile nursing robots, and to solve the key problems of face 
recognition in the application of mobile nursing robots, which can not only improve the 
functional level of China's medical service system, but also alleviate the conflicts between 
doctors and patients under the shortage of medical facilities, large number of patients, and 
critical and special extreme conditions. It is of great social significance. 
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1.1. Face Recognition Process 

The complete process of face recognition is described in Figure 1. Usually a complete face 
recognition process first acquires faces from cameras, videos or pictures for face detection, then 
aligns and crops the detected faces, eliminates invalid information and performs image pre-
processing, and then extracts feature vectors from the faces by face recognition algorithms to 
perform feature comparison calculations with the faces to be recognized to produce the final 
output results. 

  
Figure 1: The complete process of face recognition 

1.2. Deep learning based approach 

From the early days of ANN to today's deep learning with higher accuracy and deeper networks, 
the field of face recognition is tired of success with the help of neural networks, which has made 
deep learning a hot topic in machine vision. 

It has revolutionized machine learning in the last few years, with researchers in all fields, 
including but not limited to social sciences, engineering, and life sciences, using deeper 
frameworks, mixing their existing models, and getting radical results. Many researchers, 
especially in the field of face recognition, believe it has significant computational power as well 
as higher recognition accuracy. Most researchers are currently focusing on introducing 
improved techniques to better recognize faces by fusing existing models with deep networks 
as a research direction, and it has been recognized that deep neural networks and their related 
techniques are well suited to achieve high performance in terms of accuracy and robustness. 
Its ability to classify a large number of unlabeled face images in a robust and accurate manner 
gives it an edge over traditional face recognition methods. 

2. Self-made face dataset and pre-processing 

Deep learning training relies on large-scale data, and excellent data can effectively improve the 
performance of the network Face recognition based on deep learning requires high-quality, 
multi-featured face datasets. For face recognition in some specific scenarios and populations, 
excellent face datasets made according to the scenarios and populations should also be 
required. 

2.1. Public data sets 

Face recognition is a complex task that requires not only a good network architecture, but also 
a very large and correctly labeled training dataset. In this paper, the following datasets are used 
in the actual training and testing process: CASIA-WebFace, LFW, IMDB-WIK and self-built Asian 
middle-aged and elderly faces datasets. The initial test sets used for model evaluation are the 
self-built Asian middle-aged and elderly faces test set, LFW test set and IMDB-WIKI test set. 
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Table 1: Parameters of parts of spider-like robot 

Dataset 
Number of 

people 
Number of 

pictures 
Description 

CASIA-WebFace 10K 500K Identity Tags 

VGGFace2 9K 3310K Face area and identity tagging 

AgeDB 0.5K 16K Identity Tags 

CAF 4.7K 314K No noise, identity label 

IJB-A 24K 49K Face area and identity tagging 

CelebA 10K 200K 
5 feature points, face 

attributes 

GANFaces-500k 10K 500K Synthetic data 

MegaFace 690K 1M Identity Tags 

IMDB-WIKI 26K 523K Identity tag (age) 

LFW 5K 10K Identity Tags 

RMFRD 0.5K 95K 
Wearing a mask and not 

wearing a mask 

SMFRD 10K 500K 
Dataset generation for faces 

wearing masks 

2.2. Public dataset framework 

The framework for acquiring the datasets in this chapter is shown in Figure 2 below 

 
Figure 2: The framework for acquiring the datasets 

In the experiments of this paper, the datasets include CASIA-WebFace, LFW, IMDB-WIKI and 
homemade Asian middle-aged and elderly datasets, and they are used as training datasets as 
well as testing datasets. 

2.3. Self-made Asian middle-aged and elderly dataset 

Since only a small portion of the above three communal datasets are middle-aged and elderly, 
they are not well suited for the applicable scenarios and populations of care robots. Therefore, 
in this paper, we make our own dataset of Asian middle-aged and elderly people, and after 
image pre-processing, the dataset has 3223 people and 131 301 images. One part is based on 
the face images of Asian middle-aged and elderly people crawled from the Internet, with Asian 
yellow middle-aged and elderly people as the main collection objects, and covering some 
patients' face data, part of which is shown in Figure 3. The other part is based on the face 
generation model of StyleGAN2 network to generate the Asian middle-aged and elderly faces 
needed in this paper, and its generated faces are shown in Figure 4 below. 
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Figure 3: Crawler pictures 

 

 

 
Figure 4: StyleGAN2 network generates images 

2.4. Data pre-processing 

2.4.1  Image Enlargement 

At present, image augmentation generally has operations such as mirroring, panning and 
cropping. Image augmentation can also be interpreted as increasing the amount of the same 
type of data by randomly changing the training samples, reducing the dependence of the model 
on some features, making the model obtain higher-level feature information, improving the 
generalization ability of the model to prevent overfitting, and thus improving the accuracy of 
the model. 

2.4.2  Image normalization 

Since the image format of both face datasets CASIA-WebFace and LFW is 250×250, it is 
necessary to scale the size of the three datasets to a uniform format before inputting them into 
the face recognition algorithm. Also, because the image sizes required for subsequent models 
are different, face detection and cropping is performed using the MTCNN face detection 
network to unify the three dataset image sizes to 112×112 for subsequent operations 
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2.4.3  Data Cleaning 

In the process of building the training set there will be some faces and non-faces, for this 
situation, the face detection module composed of AdaBoost+Haar-like is used to eliminate the 
part of faces, so as to achieve data cleaning of the application dataset. 

3. MobileNet-based face recognition algorithm design 

Based on the MobileNet-v2 network structure with deep separable convolution, we streamline 
the network structure according to the design rules to make the network structure lightweight 
and efficient in using the device resources without degrading the training accuracy and face 
recognition rate. The ArcFace loss function is studied and improved to improve its robustness 
for the adaptation scenario and population in this paper. 

3.1. MobileNet 

In 2017, Google proposed MobileNet, a lightweight network mainly for embedded devices, in 
response to the fact that most existing convolutional neural networks are complex and can only 
be used on computers with good performance. its biggest innovation is that it proposes 
Depthwise Separable Convolution, which is a form of decomposed convolution. It decomposes 
a standard convolution into a depth convolution and a 1×1 convolution called a point 
convolution. Its structure is shown in Figure 5. 

3×3 Conv

BN

ReLU

3×3 

DepthwiseConv

BN

ReLU

1×1 Conv

BN

ReLU

 
Figure 5: StyleGAN2 network generates images 

3.2. Network Structure Design 

The current mainstream lightweight networks are mainly MobileNet and ShuffleNet series. This 
design combines these two networks, using MobileNet as the main backbone network, plus 
ShuffleNet advantages to design a more lightweight and efficient face recognition network. 

In deep networks, the higher the number of layers the clearer the features are, but a large 
number of convolutional layers stacked in the higher layers make the features in the higher 
layers become unclear and the noise increases. And the number of convolutional kernels in the 
high level is large, and it is inevitable that a large number of highly similar convolutional kernels 
will appear. Therefore, MobileNet-v2 is selected as the backbone network of the face 
recognition model and pruned according to the network design principles, and the network 
structure after pruning is shown in Table 2 below. 

Comparing Table 1 and Table 2, we can see that the input size of the image is changed to 
112×112 in order to reduce its computation, and a large number of Block blocks and duplicate 
blocks in the original network structure are deleted in order to reduce the number of 
parameters; the number of channels c and the expansion coefficient t of the residual network 
are reduced, which can effectively prevent overfitting and reduce the convolution caused by the 
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deep separable convolution. This can effectively prevent overfitting, reduce the amount of 
convolution caused by deep separable convolution, and reduce the MAC value. Most of the 
incomplete network training and insufficient feature learning are due to the abnormal 
expansion rate of the network. To avoid such problems, the expansion form of the original 
network is changed from spindle shape to hourglass shape in this paper. 

Table 2: Network structure of MobileNet-v2 

Input Operator t c n s 

2242×3 Conv2d - 32 1 2 

1122×32 Bottleneck 1 16 1 1 

1122×16 Bottleneck 6 24 2 2 

562×24 Bottleneck 6 32 3 2 

282×32 Bottleneck 6 64 4 2 

142×64 Bottleneck 6 96 3 1 

142×96 Bottleneck 6 160 3 2 

72×160 Bottleneck 6 320 1 1 

72×320 Conv2d 1×1 - 1280 1 1 

72×1280 Avgpool 7×7 - - 1 - 

1×1×1280 Conv2d 1×1 - k - - 

 

Table 3:Improved network structure of MobileNet-v2 

Input Operator t c n s 

1122×3 Conv2d - 32 1 2 

562×32 Bottleneck 1 8 1 1 

562×8 Bottleneck 6 12 2 2 

282×12 Bottleneck 5 16 3 2 

142×16 Bottleneck 4 32 4 2 

72×32 Bottleneck 3 64 3 2 

32×64 Bottleneck 2 128 1 1 

32×128 Conv2d 1×1 - 1280 1 1 

32×1280 Avgpool 3×3 - - 1 - 

1×1×1280 Conv2d 1×1 - k - - 

 

In the design of the residual structure of the network, this paper borrows the residual network 
design principle of ShuffleNet network, that is, the difference in the number and width of 
channels between layers will increase the MAC value of the network, and designs two residual 
structures as in Figure 6(b), where DW is Depth Wise and SW is Separable Wise. adding DW 
and SW to the ordinary residual structure , using parallel expansion, the residual structure of 
the higher layers of the network mainly adopts the structure in (b) in Fig. and the residual 
structure of the lower layers adopts the structure in (a) in Fig. In the improved MobileNet-v2 
based network framework structure, some bottleneck layers are replaced purposefully. And in 
order to improve the feature differentiability and accuracy of the network, the ArcFace loss 
function with the best performance is selected as the loss function of the network in this paper. 
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Figure 6: Residual structure 

3.3. Design of loss function 

Softmax loss is the most common classification function, widely used in deep learning and 
neural networks, often used in multilevel classification, mapping multiple neuron outputs into 
the (0, 1) interval and normalized to ensure that the sum is 1, and the sum of the probabilities 
of multiple classifications is just 1. Suppose there is an array V, Vi is the ith element in the array, 
and its Softmax value is Equation (1) . Suppose the input is 3, 1, -3, then it is mapped to the 
interval (0, 1) by Softmax, and the output is cumulative to 1. The process is shown in Figure 7. 

j
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                                                                            (1) 

 
Figure 7: Softmax example 

Softmax loss is based on the cross-entropy loss of the Softmax function, whose formula is shown 
in equation (2), and it can have a large optimization space in reducing or increasing the inter-
class distance because it only deals with the classification problem between samples. Where 
F(x_i) is the feature of the ith sample; N is the number of batch training samples (batch_size), K 
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is the number of output neurons of the last fully connected layer, which can also be said to be 
the number of categories, and W_j and b_j are the training weights and bias of the jth category. 
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The workflow of Softmax loss in image classification task can be understood by Figure 8. After 
the input training data is convolved, the output feature map F is then multiplied by the feature 
extraction layer and the kind weight matrix W_K in the last layer of the classification layer to 
get the scores of various classes, and then the kind probabilities are obtained by the Softmax 
function, and finally the cross entropy loss is obtained. The kind weights can be regarded as the 
representatives of all samples of a kind; the dot product of sample feature map matrix and kind 
weights can be regarded as the similarity of samples and kinds. However, in face recognition 
tasks, it is usually desired that the face features learned by the deep learning network are 
strongly differentiable, like Softmax loss as the loss function of the network, which only 
constrains the similarity between feature classes that can be amplified, which will lead to the 
network's ability to focus too much on classification. When the data gap within a class is large 
or the similarity between classes is large, it will have the situation of misclassification within 
classes and indistinguishability between classes. Therefore, given the limitations of Softmax, it 
is necessary to optimize for it by constraining the intra-class distance and expanding the inter-
class distance. So DENG et al. proposed ArcFace (Additive Angular Margin Loss) loss function 
in order to make the features of the network have better differentiability (Deng et al., 2019)。 

 
Figure 8: Softmax classification process 

The ArcFace implementation is shown in Figure 9, where the ArcFace loss function performs 
an L2 regularization of both the feature vectors and the weights，and multiplying the two 

matrices
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by equation (3) yields cos( ) j ，The corresponding true label in this 

value is subjected to the inverse cosine operation to obtain the  j -value, making the network 

only affected by the angle of its features and weights. And then, in order to enhance the 

differentiability, the angular edge m  is first added to the interior of cos( ) j  so that the Target 

Logit value cos( ) j m  is less than cos( ) j  in the range of [0, ]  j m . Target logit refers to 

the fully connected layer output of the network. The constraint strength of the cosine angle is 
enhanced, and then a hyperparameter s is added to the obtained eigenvalues to amplify the 
output.  
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Figure 9: ArcFace Flow Chart 

Finally the obtained result cos( ) js m  is put into Softmax to output the predicted value，as 

shown in Equation (4). In other words Target logit is the output of the predicted category as 
the true category in the output matrix of the fully connected layer. With the change of 
hyperparameters its constraint ability is stronger and the feature change is shown in Figure 10 
below. 

Arcface（s=1，m=0） Arcface（s=64，m=0.5） Arcface（s=128，m=0.5）

  
Figure 10: Effect of ArcFace hyperparameter changes on features 
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In this paper, we propose to introduce Taylor series in the inverse cosine operation in ArcFace 
in order to make the network more capable of classification constraints in face recognition 
tasks. After matrix multiplication of features and weights by the original authors to obtain the 

cosine of the label, the label  j  is obtained by the inverse cosine, which is expressed by equation 

(5). Then from the trigonometric equation (6), while the Taylor series expansion is performed 
on the right side of the equation to obtain the equation (7). 

𝜃𝑗 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑠( 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝑗)                                   (5) 
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In feature classification, if too many features are retained does not necessarily lead to an 
increase in the correct rate, but rather a decrease. In equation (7)，It can be seen that arcsin x  

is in the Taylor expansion of cos jx ,Beacause of 0 cos 1j  and [0, ]
2

j m


   ，The value 

of its later terms will become smaller and smaller, and although the weights are increasing, the 
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later the weights will account for a smaller percentage, so if the subsequent unnecessary 
features are rounded off, it may be possible to improve the correct rate. At the same time the 

value of  j  increases as the number of terms of the Taylor expansion decreases. where

cos( ) j m becomes smaller than the original, further strengthening the constraint and making 

the network classification task more demanding. To facilitate subsequent discrimination, the 
improved ArcFace is called ArcFace-w  

4. Conclusion 

In this paper, based on an in-depth study of the theories related to deep learning and 
convolutional neural networks, we propose an improved face recognition algorithm based on 
MobileNet-v2 and use the improved ArcFace-w as the loss function in the network to design a 
face recognition system with an improved network model, which is applied to a nursing robot 
experimental platform and accomplishes a light and efficient identity recognition task and can 
accurately complete the work of matching drug services. 
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